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Chapterr  II 

THEE ETHNOGRAPHY 

Thee human instrument 

Shoree (1999) pointed out that it is hard to talk about the significance of ethnographic 
fieldworkfieldwork in any meaningful sense without being personal. Moreover, 'The 
ethnographerr is a human instrument... relying on its senses, thoughts, and feelings, the 
humann instrument is a most sensitive and perceptive data gathering tool', as Fetterman 
notedd (1989:41). In light of these observations, it would be useful to present some 
personall  aspects of my life related to this study before describing the fieldwork, as I 
amm the sole human instrument and the data gathering tool of this ethnography. 

Afterr graduating from medical college I took a less-travelled road for a 
medicall  doctor in Bangladesh. I left clinical practice and joined a rural health project of 
Bangladeshh Rural Advancement Committee, BRAC a national non-governmental 
developmentt organization as a public health physician. To my hard-core clinician 
friends,friends, a public health physician is a lesser kind of doctor. The conventionally 
successfull  doctor in Bangladesh specializes in sophisticated subjects like cardiology, 
ophthalmologyy and so on, and to work in a big city hospital that provides lucrative 
income.. Generally, to the doctors as well as to their families, a community physician 
whoo is working in the rural areas with people's sanitation, water supply and 
immunizationn does not fall within the expectations and ideas about a doctor who has 
'madee it'. Though my family was initially disappointed, I was fortunate that they did 
nott oppose my decision to go to a village to work. They were rather worried, how I, 
theirr urban-bred son, would cope with the rural life, without a comfortable house with 
properr toilets, taps and showers, and without telephones, televisions or newspaper. 

Myy life with the rural health project was indeed quite different from the life I 
wass used to. I did completely different work than I did in the hospital. I had to train 
traditionall  birth attendants and community health workers, settle disputes with the 
villagerss who were against immunizing their children as they believed injecting 
vaccinee in blood that Allah created is a sin, discuss the relevance of family planning 
withh imams and listen to herbalists who knew the names and uses of hundreds of 
medicinall  plants. These experiences were not comparable with the attempt to hear the 
murmurr of a myocardial infarction patient in the coronary heart disease ward, or to find 
thee right forceps for the surgeon while assisting him at the operation table. I was 
touchedd by the multiple facets of the rural people's simple life. I was moved by the 
levell  of poverty, helplessness and oppression. I met malnourished children, hungry and 
cryingg while their mothers searched desperately for food for the next meal; I met 
farmerss who were exhausted by the harvest work and felt cheated every time half of his 
harvestt went to the landlord. I also found out that there were lots of things in the 
villagee that could take the place of showers, telephones and televisions. The hospitality 
andd warmth of the rural people were more than a match for the creature comforts and 
impersonall  behaviour of the city dwellers. The rivers, sunsets, sunrises, local music, 
villagee festivals, cool breeze, clean fresh air, colourful butterflies, chirping birds and 
majesticc scenery offered a different pleasure and recreation. Spending a few years in 
thee village was rewarding for me both personally and professionally. At a personal 
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levell  this stay widened my view of life. Professionally, I learned to look at people's 
healthh beyond medicine.. What I learned in the village that I did not leam in the medical 
collegee was the relationship of health and disease to culture, society, politics and 
religion. . 

Afterr spending about five years in the village I went back to the city and 
earnedd a Master's degree in public health. While studying public health, I developed an 
interestt in medical anthropology, a subject that looks deeper into the cultural aspects of 
health.. I decided to further pursue my interest in medical anthropology, and leave the 
circlee of doctors to join the then 'alien' anthropologists. By this time, my physician 
friendss considered me to be a confirmed deviant. One even wondered whether I had 
becomee interested in insects, as he mistook the word 'anthropology' for 'entomology'. 

Ass there is no institute in my country that offers graduate courses in medical 
anthropology,, I looked for courses abroad. I found the Master's course in medical 
anthropologyy offered by the University of Amsterdam to be well-balanced in applied 
andd theoretical aspects and suitable for me. BRAC, the organisation that I work for in 
Bangladeshh sponsored my study at Amsterdam. I enjoyed the medical anthropology 
courses. . 

Whenn I was looking for a topic for my Master's thesis in medical 
anthropology,, I thought of going back to one of the villages in which I had previously 
livedd to conduct research into some indigenous health care practices or beliefs. This 
changedd once our professor, Sjaak van der Geest, introduced me to an article he had 
writtenn about an ethnographic research experiment in a Ghanaian hospital involving 
thee admission of his co-researcher as a pseudo-patient (Van der Geest & Sarkodie 
1999).. The authors showed that it is possible to write an ethnography of a hospital 
wardd in the same vein as anthropologists describe life in a village. The innovative 
naturee of the article fascinated me; I was attracted to the idea of conducting an 
anthropologicall  study on biomedical practices rather than on a lay people's health-
relatedd beliefs and practices. The paper also stimulated my interest in conducting a 
thesiss on topics related to biomedicine in general, and the hospital in particular, from 
whichwhich I had distanced myself for quite some years while in rural Bangladesh. I thought 
thatt after being trained in medical anthropology, I would be capable of looking at 
biomedicine,, which was once my 'home', from a different perspective. I therefore 
decidedd to conduct an ethnographic study in a medical setting in an effort to bridge 
betweenn my present academic interests with those of my past: 'biomedicine' and 
'anthropology'. . 

Itt was, however, not possible for me to conduct research in a hospital during 
myy Master's program because of limited time and other practical constraints. Instead, I 
didd an ethnographic study in a relatively smaller rural health care centre in Bangladesh 
establishedd by the organisation I worked for. This study for my master's thesis, 
publishedd as a research monograph (Zaman 2001) equipped me to handle the 
theoreticall  and practical aspects of conducting ethnographic research in a medical 
setting.. However, as the study was done in a small health centre, I was still longing to 
conductt an appropriate ethnography in a larger hospital. The chance finally came when 
myy proposal for doctoral research in a Bangladeshi Government hospital was awarded 
withh Netherlands Foundation for Advancement in Tropical Research (WOTRO) funds. 
II  could then embark on a study of the orthopaedic ward in a government teaching 
hospital. . 
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Describingg people in their  natural setting 

Afterr working for about five years as a public health physician in different rural health 
centres,, I joined the research division of the organization I work for. Most of my 
colleaguess were engaged with epidemiological research; they talked about 
questionnaires,, coding, statistical significance, P-values and so on. As I was fresh from 
thee field, my mind was full of stories, images and words. I was looking for the type of 
researchh in which people are not only studied in terms of numbers. The qualitative 
researchh papers with descriptions of people's thoughts, lives and relationships attracted 
me. . 

Whatt exactly is qualitative research? Silverman (1993:12) lists some 
characteristics: : 

1.. The use of everyday contexts rather than experimental conditions 
2.. A range of sources of data collection (mainly observation and 

informall  conversation) 
3.. A preference for unstructured data collection (no prior hypotheses, 

noo prior definitions) 
4.. A concern for 'micro' features of social life (a single setting or 

group) ) 
5.. Concern with the meaning and function of social action 
6.. The assumption that quantification plays a subordinate role 

Itt must be stressed that qualitative and quantitative researches are two ways of 
lookingg at the same reality, and each complements the other. The goal of quantitative 
researchh is to isolate and define categories as precisely as possible and determine again 
withh great precision the relationship between them. The general purpose is to discover 
howw many and what kinds of people share a certain characteristic. On the other hand, 
qualitativee research normally looks for patterns of interrelationship between many 
categories.. Its aim, as McCracken writes: 

Iss to gain access to the cultural categories and assumptions according to which 
onee culture construes the world. How many and what kind of people hold these 
categoriess and assumptions is not, in fact, the compelling issue. It is the 
categoriess and the assumptions. Not those who hold them, that matters. In 
otherr words, qualitative research does not survey the terrain, it mines 
(McCrackenn 1988:17). 

Theree are some limitations inherent in both quantitative and qualitative techniques. 
Eachh is good for studying certain kinds of problems that call for certain kinds of data. I 
hadd already done a number of qualitative studies on various health-related issues for 
thee community-based programmes of the organisation I work for using different 
qualitativee tools. I knew that the issues that I was interested in required qualitative 
researchh in order to further investigate them. The research for my Master's in medical 
anthropologyy was my first attempt to do an ethnography, one of the principal 
qualitativee research methods in the social sciences. Although ethnography is defined in 
differentt ways, the essence of ethnography is considered to be a description of the 
routine,, daily lives of a group of people, with the aim to understand the predictable 
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patternss of thought and behaviour of the group (Brewer 2000, Hamersley & Atkinson 
1983,, Stewart 1998). 

Brewerr (2000) wrote that ethnography is not one particular method of data 
collection,, but a style of research that is distinguished by its objectives and approach. 
Thee definition of ethnography according to him is as follows. 

'Ethnographyy is the study of people in naturally occurring setting or 'fields' by 
meanss of methods which capture their social meanings and ordinary activities, 
involvingg the researcher participating directly in the setting, if not also the 
activities,, in order to collect data in a systematic manner' (Brewer 2000:10). 

Twoo things are crucial for studying people in their natural setting: one is to get access 
too people's own territory, and the other is to take a role in the community. 

GainingGaining access 

Inn my case, the 'field' was a hospital. Others who have done research in hospitals 
frequentlyfrequently mentioned that gaining entree into a clinical institution can be a problem. 
Mathewss mentioned two reasons for the potential difficulties: 

Firstly,, medical practitioners are reputed to resist analysis by outsiders. This 
resistancee results partly because physicians historically have resisted any 
externall  review or regulation of their professional prerogatives (Friedson 1970) 
andd also because social science analysts often have engaged in what McKinlay 
(1977:495)) calls, "doctor bashing" or deprecating physicians. Secondly, the 
typicall  hospital is composed of several semi-autonomous administrative units 
thatt can control access to informants either formally as through a research 
revieww committee, or covertly through denial of access to particular areas, 
activitiess or potential informants (Mathews 1987:295). 

Vann der Geest (1989) discussed the cases of social science research that took place in a 
biomedicall  setting and resulted in conflict when the data were published, such as a 
bookk published in the Netherlands about a cancer hospital that was banned and 
destroyedd by court order. Similar conflict occurred with the publication of research 
resultss from a hospital in Denmark (Hensen 1991). 

Thee problems I faced to gain access to a government hospital were of a 
differentt sort. As an employee of a non-government private development organisation, 
itt was difficult to get access to a government institution due to the uneasy government-
NGOO relations that prevail in the Bangladesh. Bangladesh depends on international 
donors,, and in many occasions the international donor agencies prefer to provide funds 
too NGOs rather than government ministries because of the relative success of NGOs in 
managingg various development projects. The press also regularly criticises the 
relativelyy higher rate of failure of a multitude of government projects due to 
bureaucracyy and corruption, in comparison to the rate of failure of NGO projects. On 
thee other hand, NGOs need permission from the government to implement any foreign-
fundedd project. As a result, there is a hidden tension between the government and 
NGOss relationship (Khan 2001:218). Some of my colleagues at BRAC who wanted to 
studyy government institutions were either denied access or were given limited 
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permission.. One study on field level government health staff done by my colleague 
(Chowdhuryy 1990) raised much debate, because it showed poor  motivation and 
performancess of field level government health staff. 

However,, I knew if I could use my physician identity I would be able to 
overcomee the antagonism of the medical institute that other  social scientists or  NGO 
personnell  usually face. I therefore decided to do research in Chittagong Medical 
College,, the teaching hospital where I was trained as a physician, as I would be able to 
ignoree my affiliatio n with the NGO and utilise my identity as an ex-student of the 
institut ee to gain access. 

Ass per  the traditio n of single-sited ethnographies, I decided to do my research 
inn one particular  ward of the hospital. I knew that if I  could get permission to do the 
researchh through informal negotiation from the professor  and the head of the ward, 
thenn it would be easy to avoid the complicated administrative procedures of seeking 
permissionn from the ministry or  hospital administrator. But it was still difficul t to make 
thee initia l contact. I had left the medical college and the city immediately after  my 
graduation,, more than twelve years back. At the time I wanted to begin this research, I 
wass living in Dhaka, more than 300 kilometres away from the city where this hospital 
was.. Moreover, the professors whom I knew as a student had all been either  transferred 
too other  universities or  had retired. Nevertheless, I still had a few friends in the city 
whomm I occasionally visited. There was one senior  physician friend in particular  with 
whomm I had regular  meetings, because we shared a common interest: literature. When I 
wass a student, he lent me books of Dostoevsky, Kafka and Garcia-Marquez. I decided 
too share my research ideas with him. He was not aware of hospital ethnographies, but 
hee knew of a number  of famous literar y works based on hospital life. We talked about 
Chekov'ss Ward Number Six, Thomas Mann's Magic Mountain and Alexander 
Solzhynitsin'ss Cancer Ward. He was enthusiastic about observational research in a 
hospital.. He told me that the professor  of the orthopaedic ward was a good friend of 
his,, and that he might also be interested in the research. The professor, he said, had 
passionss other  than medicine. 

Thiss friend introduced me to the professor, who was happy to hear  that one of 
thee alumni of the medical college was pursuing a Ph.D. at a prestigious European 
university.. I gave him a general view of my research. He showed interest and said: 
'Thee social life of hospital is always an interesting thing. We are busy with technical 
things;;  someone should concentrate on these issues. You are one of us. You are 
welcomee to do your  research here. The journalists regularly writ e stupid things about 
hospitals,, they know nothing about the medical world. I hope you wil l not just writ e 
howw bad we are.' 

II  was relieved to hear  his positive response, however  I knew that there was a 
dangerr  for  the research in his belief that I was 'one of them'. He might not have 
realisedd that he himself and his colleagues would be among my subjects of 
observation.. His first  statement has already been considered as data. The professor  told 
mee that I should not worry about contacting the administrative director  of the hospital; 
hiss approval was enough for  any academic activity concerning his ward. He assured 
mee that if any problem arose, he would take care of it. 

Thuss through my identity as a physician and through a proper  intermediary I 
solvedd the problem of getting access into the ward, a major  problem researchers face 
whenn conducting observational research in a hospital. Though selecting the 
orthopaedicc ward was a coincidence, I later  realised that it was very appropriate for  my 
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research,, as this was a very eventful ward with lots of happenings and interactions 
withinn and outside the ward. 

TakingTaking a role 

Afterr gaining access to the ward, the next step was to take on a role in the ward. In 
somee cases it may be beneficial to disguise the researcher's identity to get more 
reliablee information. One of my research supervisors in the Netherlands, Sjaak van der 
Geest,, suggested that I think about becoming a fake patient in the hospital, like his co-
researcherr did in the aforementioned research experiment in a Ghanaian hospital. 
Theree are other cases of researchers becoming pseudo-patients in a hospital; the 
exampless of Caudill (1958) and Rosenhan (1973) becoming patients in a psychiatric 
hospitall  are well known. In another study a researcher of the team became a fake 
patientt in a rehabilitation hospital (French et al. 1972). There are also examples where 
thee researcher even changes their physique for the sake of the research. A researcher 
whoo studied the training of soldiers in the USA underwent minor plastic surgery and 
lostt more than 15 kilograms to look younger so that he could infiltrate the training 
(Sullivann et al. 1952). This kind of hidden participation is practiced in situations where 
participationn in the ordinary sense was not possible, because the people concerned 
wouldd not allow outsiders. Examples of this type of research include, but are not 
limitedd to, research on drug users, criminals, religious believers, political activists and 
prostitutes. . 

Althoughh initially the idea of becoming pseudo-patient seemed exiting to me 
butt finally I did not follow Van der Geest's suggestion. Acting as a patient in a 
psychiatricc hospital or even in a general ward may be easier than acting as one in an 
orthopaedicc ward, where one needs a broken leg or arm to be admitted. This does not 
meann that I learned less than I otherwise could have, for in the conclusion of their 
researchh experiment in a Ghanaian hospital, Van der Geest and Sarkodie (1999) 
discussedd how they had not learned anything by being a fake patient that they could 
nott have learned if they would have revealed their identity. They claimed that the main 
lessonn to be drawn from their experiment is that the researcher, either as a patient or as 
aa scientist, should find a way to be in the ward continuously day and night. 

Additionally,, there are ethical issues concerning concealed identity during 
research.. There is a wide range of views among social scientists regarding the ethical 
principless in conducting social research. Some outright reject any form of deceit in 
research;; some have more liberal views that the end justifies the means (Bulmer 1982). 
II  would quote Caudhill (1958) in this connection, who did research in the same 
hospitall  twice, once as a fake patient and once as a social scientist: 

Inn the first I acted as a patient, and my identity was concealed. The second and 
thee fuller study, reported on here, was begun a year and a halflater, and in it I 
presentedd myself openly as researcher anthropologist. From the published 
accountss of both studies the reader may judge which was the more successful. 
Inn the report of the first study, mention has already been made of the ethical 
problemss posed by such a study, along with the suggestion of the feasibility of 
alternativee procedures. I have no wish to rationalize my actions in this earlier 
study.. I did it, and I learned much from it. I do not recommend others doing it 
becausee I feel the price is too high. The ethical questions here are rather tricky, 
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somee of the purposes of almost any research project on human behavior are 
concealedd from the subject, client or patient, and this is too involved a topic for 
aa preface. Certainly one factor, however, is how comfortable — morally and 
emotionallyy ~ a person is about the matter of concealment. Once in the 
situation,, I felt decidedly uncomfortable (Caudhill 1958: xiv). 

Thee thought of occupying a bed in an orthopaedic ward as a fake patient made me 
morallyy and emotionally uncomfortable, especially when severely injured patients are 
deniedd admission because of a shortage of beds. I therefore didn't see any reason to 
disguisee my identity in the ward. I planned to appear in the ward as a researcher. One 
day,, the professor took me on his round and introduced me to his junior colleagues and 
otherr staff members and told them all that they should co-operate me regarding the 
researchh I was planning to do in the ward. That greatly facilitated my access to various 
spaces,, papers, records and staff of the ward. 

Dataa collection techniques 

Participantt observation, the fundamental method of ethnography was my main 
techniquee for data collection. Singha (1993:124) described four possible roles of a 
participantt observer, (1) complete participant, (2) participant as observer, (3) observer 
ass participant and (4) complete observer. It is obvious that I was neither a complete 
participantt nor a complete observer. The role of participant as observer demands that 
thee researcher be a participant in one of the social groups in the research setting, and 
appearss as such to persons outside that group. But I did not participate as a member of 
anyy group, so this role did not apply for me. According to the categories therefore my 
rolee was the only remaining one: observer as participant. 

However,, many authors even doubt the very term 'participant observation'. 
Vann der Geest and Sarkodie wrote: 

[P]articipantt observation is not an easy thing to do, or, to be more precise, it is 
impossible.. Participant observation is a dream, an ideal, and a contradictio in 
terministerminis (Van der Geest & Sarkodie 1998:1373). 

Rabinoww noted: 

[N]oo matter how far 'participation' may push the anthropologist in the 
directionn on non-otherness, the context is still ultimately dictated by 
"observation""  and externality. (Rabinow 1977: 79). 

Inn my case, I was basically an observer and my participation was participation in the 
sensee that I was present in the scene of the ward as a social being, watching, observing 
andd talking to the people of the ward. 

Collectingg data in ethnography through heavily interpersonal methods is a 
labour-intensivee process. As Hamersley and Atkinson stated: 'Observation in the social 
worldd is rarely as straightforward as reading a thermometer' (1983:17). Ethnography is 
nott as clear-cut as other hypothesis testing research is. Anything around that affects the 
researcher'ss senses has the potential to be considered as a piece of data. Unlike 
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structuredd observation or interviews, in which the researcher extracts data from the 
respondent,, the ethnographer selects data from the naturally occurring flow of life. 

Thee idea that we collect data is a bit misleading. Data are not 'out there' 
waitingg for collection, like so many rubbish bags on the pavement. For a start 
theyy have to be noticed by the researcher, and treated as data for the purpose of 
hiss or her research (Dey 1993:55). 

Forr the convenience of data collection, I divided the information into three categories: 
place,, people and events. During my first month, I gathered information about the 
backgroundd of the hospital and the ward, its routine and organisation and observed 
differentt medical procedures and social interactions in and around the hospital and the 
ward.. After the first month I began to give special attention to specific people and 
events.. I followed different staff members and observed their activities and interactions 
throughoutt the day. Then I followed activities and interactions of specific patients and 
theirr relatives. After that, I concentrated on observing various events, like the 
professor'ss rounds, patients' deaths, teaching sessions, the doctors' tea sessions, 
proceduress in the operation theatre and so on. 

II  did these observations in different phases. Each phase lasted for one to two 
weeks,, followed by a break, during which I returned to my home and work place. In 
thee initial phase I spent the greater part of the three shifts (morning, evening and night) 
inn the ward. But in the later phases, I mainly spent a particular shift in the ward by 
rotation.. The total time spent conducting fieldwork was about five months in between 
Novemberr 1999 to September 2001. During that time I also visited the Netherlands to 
attendd courses and to discuss my progress with my supervisor. 

II  used three notebooks. One was a jotting book, one a field notebook and one a 
memoo book. The jotting book was always in my hand, and I took short notes openly 
duringg my observation. Sometimes I elaborated on the observations made in my field 
notess while in the ward. Several times a day, I elaborated on the observations made 
duringg the preceding hour or two by retiring to one of the staff rooms. Sometimes I did 
thiss elaboration at night after returning home. In the memo book, I wrote my 
reflectionss on each day of observation. In that book, I kept notes about the significant 
observations,, new ideas, or missing observation and things to be done next. I always 
triedd to make sure that I finished writing the detailed observation and memo each day. 

II  gathered most of my information through informal conversations and 
discussions.. I talked with all the staff members and selected patients and their relatives. 
Theree were short term and long term patients. So, while the staff members that I 
interactedd with were fixed, the patients changed. In addition to observation and 
informall  conversations, I did case studies of fifteen particular patients and their 
relatives.. I had in-depth interviews with the following staff members: the professor, the 
assistantt professor, the clinical assistant, the casualty medical officer, two intern 
doctors,, the nursing supervisor, two junior staff nurse, two ward boys, two cleaners, 
andd two gatekeepers. I did not generally use any recording device, except during a few 
off  the in-depth interviews. A final source of information came from consulting 
differentt registers and files in the ward and in the administrative office. 

Focusingg my attention on the three kinds of topics as explained above (places, 
people,, and events) proved an efficient way to organise the complex world of my 
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researchh subject and data collection tools. The following three tables (Tables 2.1-2.3) 
summarisee my data collection plan. 

TableTable 2.1: The places 
Places s 
Hospital l 

Ward d 

Stafff  rooms 

Operation n 
theatre e 

Issues s 
Historyy of the hospital, existing facilities, staff strength, 
staffingg patterns, physical environment 

Floorr plan, existing facilities, available staff, staffing 
patterns,, architecture, physical environment 

Numberr of rooms, location, room arrangements, facilities 
insidee the room, physical condition, the activities and 
interactionss that takes place in the rooms 
Facilities,, physical condition, activities and interactions 

Dataa collection tools 
Observation, , 
secondaryy sources, 
interviews s 
Observation, , 
secondaryy sources, 
interviews s 
Observation, , 
conversation n 

Observation, , 
conversation n 

Tablee 2.2: The people 
People e Issues s Dataa collection tools 
Patients s Sociall  background; type of cases; 

dailyy activities; communication with the hospital 
staff,, other patients and relatives; dealing with the 
treatment;; communication outside the ward; views 
aboutt the ward, the staff and the treatment 

Observation, , 
conversation, , 
studies s 

case e 

Relativess of the 
patients s 

Relationshipp with the patient, activities, interactions 
withh the hospital staff 

Observation, , 
conversation, , 
studies s 

case e 

Supportingg staff 
(wardd boys, cleaners, 
ayas,, gate keepers) 

Activitiess of different supporting staff; interaction 
withh staff members, patients and relatives of patients; 
viewss about their profession, their work and the 
peoplee around 

Observation, , 
conversation, , 
in-depthh interviews 

Doctorss and nurses Activitiess of different doctors and nurses; interaction 
withh staff members, patients and relatives of the 
patients;; views about their profession, their work and 
thee people around 

Observation, , 
conversation, , 
in-depthh interviews 

Administrativee staff Theirr role and activities; views about their profession, 
thee hospital, the staff and patients 

Observation, , 
conversation, , 
secondaryy sources 

Tablee 23: The events 
Events s 
Professor'ss round 
Operation n 

Admissionn and discharge 

Issues s 
Procedure,, interactions 
Procedure,, interactions 

Procedure,, interactions 

Dataa collection tools 
Observation n 
Observation, , 
conversation n 
Observation, , 
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off  patients 
Dressing,, distribution of 
medicine,, washing, 
mealss of patients 
Patient'ss death 

Procedure,, interactions 

Reactionss and interactions 
death h 

surroundingg the 

conversation n 
Observation, , 
conversation n 

Observation, , 
conversation n 

Nativee among the natives 

AnthropologyAnthropology at home 

Itt has been a common trend in traditional anthropology for anthropologists to describe 
theirr adventures, troubles and joys of 'going native' (Diamond 1974, Evans-Pritchard 
1976,, Leonard 1990, Mead 1978, Watson 1999). When anthropologists study a culture 
otherr then their own, they write about critical experiences regarding the process 
throughh which they made themselves familiar with the previously unknown culture. 
However,, the paradigm is gradually shifting; anthropologists are becoming more and 
moree interested in studying their own culture, and conducting anthropology at home. 
Vann Dongen and Fainzang (1998) mentioned a number of reasons behind this 
'homecoming',, particularly for Western anthropologists. They argued that the primary 
reasonn is the end of the colonial era, and with it, suspicion by many African and Asian 
statess of neo-colonial intellectual imperialism. Secondly, decreased funding and 
increasedd student numbers makes it more difficult to afford study abroad. Finally, an 
enhancedd critical awareness which has exposed the biases in anthropology as a 
disciplinee which studied 'others' as 'cultural' beings, but overlooked its own cultural 
foundationss and cultural dimensions at home. As a result anthropologists are 
increasinglyy becoming 'native among the natives'. Patton (2002:84) also discussed 
aboutt the emergence of autoethnography-stadying one's own culture and oneself as 
partt of that culture. Although it is set in a non-Western context, my ethnography falls 
intoo this trend of anthropology 'at home'; my 'nativity' was two-fold. I am a 
Bangladeshii  doing my fieldwork in Bangladeshi society and I am a trained medical 
doctorr studying a hospital, the domain of doctors. 

Lett me now mention some of my experiences of doing fieldwork in such a 
two-- fold 'home'. I have already outlined some aspects of my personal background; 
heree I wil l mention how that affected my fieldwork. After all, the post-modernist and 
feministt critique of ethnography makes it more logical to depict the 'self in 
ethnographicc writings (Fonow & Cook 1991, Shore 1999). Shore noted: 

Anthropologistss are not like 'detached' scientists studying the behaviour of 
ratss from outside glass cages; we are positioned subjects within those fields 
andd should therefore be 'objects' of anthropological enquiry as well (Shore 
1999:45). . 

BeingBeing a doctor 
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Too find a researcher in a similar situation, I looked for other physician-anthropologists. 
II  found some, such as Farmer, Frankel, Hahn, Hilfiker, Konner, Lewis and Manderson. 
All ,, however, are Western physicians studying various medical aspects of either their 
ownn country or of those abroad. I was disappointed to not find any work by a non-
Westernn physician doing ethnography in a non-Western hospital. I had hoped I was not 
alonee in this endeavour. 

Physician-anthropologistss Lewis and Frankel argued that anthropologists who 
aree not medically trained fail to adequately consider the practical dimensions of 
healingg and illness. They pointed out that anthropological accounts of health and 
illnesss have been overtly concerned with belief rather than practice and too focused on 
theory,, ideas, semantic content and symbolic interpretation, rather than on action and 
behaviourr (in Bolton 1995:1656). Bolton further argued that physician-anthropologists 
aree better positioned to avoid various biases common to anthropological investigations 
off  biomedical practice. He pleaded to the anthropologically trained doctors to write 
moree about medical practice: 

Thee tiger's experience of tigritude is different from those who hunt tigers and 
writee about tigritude; the more tigers who write about being tigers the better 
wee wil l understand both tigers and tigritude (Bolton 1995:1660). 

Evenn though I am technically a 'tiger' (doctor), I cannot fully enjoy the advantages of 
beingg a 'tiger', as I had been away from real 'tigritude' for many years. As I mentioned 
earlier,, although I graduated from medical college, I did not practice clinical medicine 
inn the conventional way. The last time I had spent a considerable time in a hospital had 
beenn more then twelve years back, when I was in medical school. At that time, I had 
spentt only a couple of weeks in the orthopaedic ward while I was doing my internship. 
Afterwards,, I rarely visited hospitals, and if I did, it was only briefly to see a sick 
relativee or a friend. Fortunately or unfortunately, I have never been hospitalised 
myself. . 

Afterr finishing medical school, I became interested in public health and 
medicall  anthropology. This meant that professionally, I was either engaged in 
providingg primary health care to the villagers or conducting research and writing 
reports.. My professional interactions were mostly with health policy makers and public 
healthhealth managers rather with medical doctors engaged in clinical practice. Yet even 
then,, I was not far away from tigers; in those reports I sometimes hunted the tigers. 
Throughh all of these experiences, I had also developed a critical outlook on various 
dehumanisingg aspects of medical practice in Bangladesh. 

Ass a result, the clinical environment of hospitals had become a distant world 
forr me. Therefore, even though I am a trained physician, I do not consider myself a real 
memberr of the in-group of hospital culture; I was more a tiger that had remained away 
fromfrom the jungle for several years who has returned to observe tigritude. Although my 
schoolingg in medicine might cause me to put a greater focus on the practical aspects of 
medicall  practice, I may not be completely free from the biases common to 
anthropologicall  investigations of biomedical practice that Bolton wrote about. 

Thus,, my position was paradoxical. I was both an insider and an outsider of the 
hospitall  world. I embodied both the advantages and disadvantages of this position. 
Theree were some practical advantages, for example, as I mentioned earlier that my 
identityy as a physician and ex-student of the medical college greatly increased my 
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chancess of the difficult job of acquiring permission for the research. This also 
enhancedd my credibility as an observer of a clinical situation and helped dispel 
perceptionss that physicians and nurses have about other social scientists' or journalists' 
intentt to expose, criticise or disrupt the clinical system. Moreover, because of my 
trainingg in medicine I could easily understand the meaning of actions in a hospital. I 
amm sure that someone wholly unfamiliar with the medical world would spend months 
tryingg to understand the basic elements of a hospital setting. But again, while my 
knowledgee of medical practice greatly reduced the time requited for me to complete 
myy fieldwork, it might have clouded my eyes at points and caused me to take certain 
thingss for granted. 

Doctorss were generally confused about the nature of my research. They were 
curiouss about my endless note taking and conversations with people. One junior doctor 
askedd me: 'I was wondering — what did you talk with that patient about for more than 
ann hour?' Initially, the doctors thought that I might be interested in various remarkable 
orthopaedicc cases, and drew my attention to them whenever they encountered such 
cases.. However, they soon realised that I was not much interested in the clinical 
aspectss of the patients. I explained to them that I was trying to know how the patients 
experiencee their stay at the hospital or how the staff members feel regarding their 
work.. Some doctors had cynical reactions towards such research. One said: 'What is 
thee use of knowing such things? How it is going to help us?' Some did acknowledge 
thee value of such research, but they too wanted to know what the applied implication 
off  such research was. They were curious about the facts and figures of the hospital, 
ratherr the stories of the patients. 

Whenn writing about Clinically Applied Anthropology (CAA), Phillips (1985) 
emphasisedd that its goal was to translate the understandings of anthropology for 
clinicianss so that their service could be more humanistic, holistic and culturally 
sensitive.. He commented that clinicians are generally unreceptive to the theoretical 
constructss of the social sciences; they want to know what to do and how changes in 
theirr behaviour wil l improve outcomes for their patients. He thinks CAAs contribution 
too medical care settings has been limited by the epistemological incompatibility of 
medicall  anthropological theory with the dominant medical ideology. In another paper 
onn the similar topic Mering wrote: 

Too the clinician, the shadows of reality — e.g. X-rays -- constitute essential 
evidencee for a necessary cause of knowledge events. To the anthropologist, the 
realityy of shadows — e.g. meanings — is admissible evidence of multiple 
contingenciess in human behaviour (...) To the physician, facts must be 
demonstrated,, to the anthropologist, meaning must be interpreted (Mering 
1985:71). . 

II  was not in the ward to change doctors' behaviour or views; nevertheless awareness of 
thee difference in the mindset of doctors helped me to maintain workable 
communication.. Sometimes I received information partly because the doctors 
consideredd me as 'one of them', someone with whom they did not mind sharing the 
'secretss of the house'. 

Onn the other hand, my identification with doctors also generated problems. For 
example,, the nurses and particularly the lower staff members tried to maintain some 
distancee from me. Initially, they thought I was sent by an external organisation to 
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evaluatee the ward, to see if everything went as it should. I could sense their  alertness in 
myy presence. Only the nurses became curious enough about my note taking to ask me 
aboutt  my research; the other  lower  level staff kept a distance, keeping with typical 
patternss of interpersonal interaction in Bangladeshi hierarchical society. I therefore had 
too make an extra effort to build a rapport with them. Whenever  they had a free moment 
inn their  busy day, I would converse with them. I frequently sat in the nurses * room or 
wentt  to the veranda to talk with the gatekeeper, cleaner  or  ward boy. While talking 
withh them I had to be cautious in my language and gestures, so as to not appear 
threateningg to them. I was successful to a certain extent in bridging that distance as the 
gatekeeper,, cleaner  and ward boys told me their  personal stories in the later  phases of 
myy fieldwork. They never  did consider  me as one of them, as the doctors did. As a 
resultt  I might have not received some information that is their  'secret of the house'. 

Myy identity was ambiguous to the patients. They thought I was someone from 
thee hospital but were not sure about my role. Many patients told me that they first 
thoughtt  I was a doctor, but after  they did not see me engage in any medical activity, 
theyy became confused. Because I was always taking notes and talking with them, many 
off  them thought that I was a journalist . This helped in a way, for  such a role 
encouragedd them to express all their  distress and complaints about the hospital to me. I 
foundd the patients liked to talk to me and were surprised when they met someone in the 
hospitall  who gave them so much time. A number  of patients told me that talking to me 
wass a relief of their  boredom. 

Myy physician identity also created some problems in gaining information from 
thee doctors. As the doctors considered me to be one of them, I could not ask them 
'innocentt  questions' about certain procedures or  acts. They thought I knew the answer 
andd that either  I was joking or  tryin g to be critical . Once, when I asked the register  why 
mostt  of the patients' history sheets were incomplete, he replied: 'Why ask me? You 
workedd here long before me.' I did not remember details of the procedures of the ward 
thatt  I had followed for  a couple of weeks twelve years back. However, it was not easy 
too inquir e about those. Similarly , it was not easy to ask the doctors about their  feelings 
orr  opinions about various aspects of the ward. 

II  therefore had to find other  ways to gather  information. I realised that the 
simplee act of asking questions might disturb the way things work at the ward. I decided 
too proceed without asking anything, but simply following their  spontaneous 
discussionss and gossips, their  actions and verbal and non-verbal communication. These 
providedd me with answers to lots of questions. Collecting data is like catching a 
butterfly ,, if you run after  it, it flees, but if you sit quietly, the butterfl y sits right  on 
yourr  head. I gradually learned how it is possible to gain a lot of information just by 
'hangingg out'. As Bernard wrote: 'Hanging out builds trust, and trust results in 
ordinaryy conversation and ordinary behaviour  in your  presence' (1994: 152). 

Thiss is not to say that I never  asked any questions. I had to ask questions in 
manyy occasions and had to formulate the questions in a way that did not raise any 
suspicions.. Sometimes I simply raised an issue during a gathering of doctors or  other 
stafff  members in order  to generate discussions, which I then used as my data. I also 
conductedd formal interviews. However, I must agree that I always felt a latent anxiety 
inn this process of 'craftin g relations' (Coffey 1999) and 'manufacturing distance' 
(McCrackenn 1988). 

II  came to appreciate the dynamic nature of clinical work. I realised the stress 
andd pressure on the staff members who must work with such limited resources and 
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manpower.. Sometimes, for example when I saw the broad smile of the patient who had 
justt had his half-amputated finger fixed, I realised how difficult it is for a public health 
physiciann who works in preventive health to bring such a immediate satisfaction to his 
clients,, and for a moment, I missed clinical medicine. 

Sometimess just hanging out and taking notes appeared inadequate to me in the 
midstt of lif e and death events that were taking place in the ward. In a few cases, I 
crossedd the boundary of being just an observer and drew the doctor's attention to a 
certainn unattended case, explained an X-ray to the patient who did not dare to ask the 
dutyy doctor about it, consoled the relatives outside the operation theatre and explained 
too them what was happening inside or gave some very poor patients money. I also 
presentedd a drill machine to the operation theatre, as the one trom the hospital ward 
wass out of order and it was taking weeks to complete the formalities to purchase a new 
one.. It touched me deeply when patients, their eyes filled with tears, told me how 
devastatedd they were because of the hospitalisation. I realised how much I had 
overlookedd when I was an anxious student and a busy doctor in this hospital decades 
ago.. I agree with Agar who called the ethnographer a 'professional stranger'. He wrote: 
'Ethnography,, whatever else it is, is an experientially rich social science' (1980:6). 

BeingBeing a Bangladeshi 

Vann Ginkel remarked that the problem of the anthropologist doing research at home is 
howw to get out of his culture while his colleagues working in a foreign culture struggle 
too get in (1994:12). I was again simultaneously in and out of the culture that I was 
studying.. While doing the ethnography, my familiarity with Bangladeshi culture 
definitelyy generated a 'lack of cultural shock' (Jaffe 1993). But the research field was 
alsoo not completely devoid of surprise for me. After working for more then a decade as 
aa public health physician for an NGO, busy with writing reports on sanitation, 
immunisationn and family planning, the overcrowded, chaotic, government hospital 
wardd crammed with severely injured blood-soaked emergency patients was shocking 
forr me. Because of the small-scale and target-oriented project activities, staff 
accountabilityy is strictly maintained in the NGOs. This made the poor accountability of 
thee staff members of the hospital striking for me, as was the extremely unfriendly 
behaviourr of the doctors and staff members towards the patients and their relatives. 

Whilee doing the fieldwork I actually felt myself to be 'thrice-bom' as 
describedd by Srinivas (in Nanda 1987:16). He wrote that we are first 'bom' into our 
ownn particular culture. Our second birth occurs when we move away from this familiar 
placee to a different world. Our third 'birth' happens when we return to our native place 
andd find that the familiar has become exotic. After my first birth as a clinician in a 
governmentt hospital, I moved away to the world of NGO, public health and 
anthropologyy to be born for the second time. I felt I had my third birth when I again 
turnedd towards my first home, the government hospital. 

Despitee this contrast in accountability and discipline in the work place, there 
aree deeply rooted cultural traits that are common to both an NGO and a government 
institutionn in Bangladesh, such as the hierarchy in interpersonal relations. Therefore, 
despitee some shocks in the hospital, I had the advantage of familiarity of Bangladeshi 
culturee to help me to share in and understand the reality of life in the hospital both 
fasterr and better. I knew the language and even the dialect of Chittagong, as I lived and 
studiedd in that city. When the people of the hospital told me their stories, I could 
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understandd immediately the meanings of important events, persons and places. 
Anthropologistss who study other  cultures go through a fairl y long and painful period of 
adjustmentt  during which they accumulate knowledge, competence and sensitivity. 
Beingg an insider  greatly reduced the cognitive and emotional efforts necessary to 
adjustt  to an otherwise foreign culture. 

Becausee I was native to Bangladesh, my presence in the ward did not indicate 
anythingg unusual, unlike in the case of a 'white' anthropologist in a 'coloured' 
population.. Moreover, during most of the day, the hospital ward is a public place 
wheree visitors meet their  sick relatives, except during the professor's round. During the 
professor'ss round, regular  part-tim e trainees from other  public and private hospitals 
joinn in. So, during the visiting hours I was one among the crowd of relatives, and 
duringg the round I appeared as one of the trainees. In addition, the wearing of a white 
coatt  by the doctors during duty is not strictly practised; they mostly wear  their  regular 
clothess when in the ward. Thus, I did not have to worry much about not participatin g in 
thee symbolic meaning of white coat, unlike Coser, who found that wearing a white coat 
assuredd her  entree in an American hospital (1962). I also doubt that my presence 
affectedd the behaviour  of the staff members much. It is such a busy crowded ward that 
theyy often did not have time to pay attention to what I was doing. Initiall y there was 
somee alertness and curiosity about my work, though after  a while it seemed my 
presencee was taken for  granted. Vermeulen, a Dutch nurse and sociologist, who studied 
aa Dutch neonatal ward also wrote: 'Being at home in the field makes it possible to 
observee without giving the staff members the feeling that an outsider  is looking at 
them''  (1998:7). 

Whenn doing fieldwork  in one's own culture, a researcher  runs the risk of 
developingg 'over  rapport '  with the research subjects, which might hamper  in gaining 
authenticc information. I think I was free from that risk, because unlike the 
anthropologistt  in a small-scale society who lives and works twenty four  hours a day 
withh an unchanging population, my encounter  with the hospital staff was confined to 
workingg hours and the patient population was always changing. Moreover, as Van 
Dongenn (1998) argues, being an anthropologist at home does not mean that the 
identitiess of the anthropologist and the people in the field are similar. People and 
culturess are diverse, different and divided from within . As a result, the familiar 
becomess unfamiliar  to the researcher  as a matter  of course. 

Butt  if this diversity of identity of the natives saves the native anthropologist 
fromfrom  developing over  rapport, it raises another  question. Which among this diverse 
realityy does the anthropologist actually see? I am an urban, middle class male 
Bangladeshi,, does that not affect the way I see Bangladesh as well as the hospital? Am 
II  therefore really a native among the natives? 

NaiveNaive among the natives? 

So,, maybe I was a naive among the natives. When I started writin g my dissertation I 
constantlyy asked myself, how I am going to report my observations? How am I going 
too present Bangladesh, my country, the medical profession, of which I am somewhat a 
part?? Am I going to writ e another  account that shows how bad things are in 
Bangladeshh or  am I going to defend the country and the profession? By being 
Bangladeshi,, did I take many things in the field for  granted? Did my medical trainin g 
cloudd my ears, eyes and nose to the ways of the hospital environment? If the hospital is 
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aa mirror, which Bangladesh did my 'elite' eye see in that mirror? Was I a proper 
'objective'' observer? 

Inn response to these questions, I can only say that throughout my writing I 
havee always tried to be self-critical, candid and reflexive. I sometimes felt restricted in 
thee language that I could use because I was a non-native English speaker (De Swaan 
2001),, and because of the inadequacy of post-colonial anthropological theories (Asad 
1998).. But as rightly argued by Bernard (1994:152), who is, after all, objective in this 
world?? No human being can be completely objective. We cannot rid ourselves of our 
experiences.. We can however, become aware of our experiences, our opinions and our 
values.. As a result, bias is a human condition, a danger for both insider and outsider 
researcher.. The ethnographer wil l therefore always be somewhere on 'the continuum 
off  empathy and repulsion, home and strangeness, seeing and not seeing' (Ellen 
1984:130).. As Evans-Pritchard noted: 

Inn any case one always remains oneself, inwardly a member of one's own 
societyy and a sojourner in a strange land. Perhaps it would be better to say that 
onee lives in two different worlds of thought at the same time, in categories and 
conceptss and values which often cannot easily be reconciled. One becomes, at 
leastt temporarily, a sort of double marginal man, alienated from both worlds 
(Evans-Pritchardd 1976:243). 

Finallyy I agree with Van Dongen and Fainzang when they write: lJust as distance is 
notnot a guarantee of objectivity, familiarity is not knowledge' (1998:247). 
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